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Foreword and Summary

NEW CONCEPTS of the role of marketing and the manner

in which its objectives should be attained have been evolv-

ing since the conclusion of World War II. The growing acceptance

of scientific marketing methods and the recessions that have

dotted the postwar years have given impetus to this trend.

The term most often used to describe these new viewpoints,

namely, "the marketing concept," embraces a broad range of

beliefs and actions. In essence, however, it voices the belief that

successful marketing requires careful attention to all factors af-

fecting sales, beginning with product design and ending with

postsale product service. The adoption of such a philosophy

requires companies to reexamine their attitudes and practices

with respect to many phases of production and sales. For some

companies, such introspection is a new experience and promises

to be a profitable one.

The keynote addresses given at the last four Annual Marketing

Conferences of the Conference Board go to the heart of some of

the more important points that managements must consider in

any reshaping of their marketing concepts and methods. These

cogent observations by the heads of four companies whose sales

performances are well known, cover such points as how to develop

a sound pricing policy, the need for a new standard of salesman-

ship, the role of staff sales functions, the importance of restoring

responsibility to the salesman, the changing attitudes of con-

sumers, the need for more science in marketing and for better

marketing education, the role of marketing in our economy, the

significance of a new concept of marketing and distribution, and

the value of creating a better understanding and acceptance of

marketing's contribution to our economic welfare.

Because of their depth and perceptiveness and the help they

can provide to other managements in developing their own phi-

losophies of marketing, these addresses are reproduced in full in

this Recorder. The salient points are briefly as follows:

Paul Wishart, President of the Minneapolis-Honeywell Regu-

lator Company, expresses the view that American sales ability

has not lessened as is popularly believed, but instead, new ob-

stacles to sales have arisen that can be surmounted only by a



new level of sales performance. He lists five circumstances that

have created new sales problems: (1) broad-based criticism of

the profit motive; {%) growing resentment against the applica-

tion of sales pressure; (3) increased sophistication of buyers; (4)

sluggishness in sales ranks because of social and economic secu-

rity; and (5) diffusion of the salesmen's responsibility. The solu-

tion to these problems, says Mr. Wishart, does not lie in the

mere intensification of old selling methods but in new approaches.

He would start by trying to reverse the popular trend in think-

ing that profits (which are the real incentive in selling) are

evil, for he states: ".
. . when the attitude prevails that business

is in business first to serve and only secondly to make a profit

. . . the fire of initiative goes out under the boiler of performance.

What Watson did with Think' we must do with 'Profit/
"

Contrary to the implications contained in recent books that

characterize the public as "a homogenized mass of predictable

and controllable reactions," Mr. Wishart believes people are much
better informed on product characteristics today, more sophisti-

cated, and more prone to resent high pressure selling that is

based on persuasion alone. The old-time salesman (who thought

of the ideal customer as a blind man who felt diffident about

asking questions) is so overwhelmed by the new breed of edu-

cated, inquiring customer that his only recourse seems to be to

advise the company to remake its products along lines preferred

by each prospect. His faith in his own ability to sell is under-

mined by current-day emphasis on technological superiority and

huge advertising budgets which, he feels, places him in the posi-

tion of a pawn. Mr. Wishart's solution is for management to be

less understanding of the salesman's problems and to force him
to accept the challenge of real salesmanship or get into some other

line of work.

Of course, he notes, the growth in public and private social

security weakens the will of salesmen to excel. Since no one

would advocate a retreat from our new social standards, he sug-

gests that the answer may be to tighten up our controls over sales

performance and encourage those who lack the ability and will

to sell to give up selling as a career.

Finally, Mr. Wishart decries the diffusion of responsibility that

has resulted from larding the sales organization with staff spe-

cialists. He would not eliminate the specialists, for they are



needed, but he would make it clear that after management and

the experts have made their decisions, it is the sole responsibility

of the salesman to sell the product. "... therein lies both the

salesman's challenge and his opportunity—and the sole criteria

by which he should be judged."

Fred C. Foy, Chairman and President of Koppers Company,

sets the theme of his talk by saying: "Perhaps no area of indus-

try's operation is so little understood and so often misrepresented

by the critics of private enterprise as its pricing policies and

practices." He deplored political thinking which demands that

industry "... operate in a jungle of price anarchy, while other

special groups are . . . protected by benevolent government

regulations." Industry, he argues, must follow a sound, profitable

pricing policy to survive, let alone prosper.

Pointing out that corporate profits have not kept pace with the

growth of the economy, he advocates that management adopt

a policy of creative pricing and avoidance of price accidents.

Mr. Foy says it is no longer sufficient to think of the functions

of pricing as a means of marketing the goods, recovering the

costs, and generating, if possible, a reasonable return on invest-

ment. This concept does not give adequate recognition to the

complex relationships between prices and the other elements of

competitive strategy, nor does it serve the aims of long-term

growth.

Elaborating on this point, Mr. Foy states that, while price is

an important sales stimulant, ".
. . if American industry had tried

to develop its markets on price alone, we would still be riding

in Model T cars, burning carbon arc lamps, and listening to

Bing Crosby on an earphone set. It is perfectly possible to price

yourself out of the market, out of growth, and out of business

by using price as the only weapon of competition—regardless

of whether you raise or lower the price." Anyone can cut prices,

he adds, "but it takes imagination, skill and courage to compete

in other areas of value." He cites quality, design, use, con-

venience, and packaging as examples of values and competitive

factors that can rival price in importance.

With respect to the recovery of costs, there is danger, he

believes, that a number of invisible costs may be overlooked.

He cites particularly the deficiency in depreciation recovery that

results from the erosion of the dollar and the need to recover



the cost of research and development projects, including those

that do not pan out. While prices must always be a stimulant

to competition and must remain obedient to laws of supply and

demand, they must do so at levels that support other vital needs

of the company.

Summing up his views as to what constitutes sound pricing,

Mr. Foy says, "... pricing policy must have plan and method

to it—not be based on hunches, emotions, or misinformation."

Resort to subterfuges or gimmicks will ultimately destroy an

otherwise sound pricing policy. "Price practices which make
exceptions of a company's normal price policy mean a retreat

from price policy to price accidents. Sound pricing policy should

give weight to the real value of the company's products (and)

should reflect qualities that give the user greater convenience,

service, reliability and the like." Mr. Foy concludes that a sound,

consistent price policy will improve a company's position in the

market place because dependability of price is as important to

the buyer as dependability of product. Such a policy will also

permit the company to plan for product and plant improvement,

and expansion, and will thus make it better able to serve the

needs of the public.

Herman C. Nolen, President of McKesson & Robbins, states

that, "If there is any one barrier to economic growth for this

nation it is marketing . .
." The problem we face, he adds, is our

inability to increase sales productivity as rapidly as industrial

productivity.

Industry, he believes, must attempt to inject more science

into marketing. This will be difficult to do because in marketing

one "deals with human factors which are not subject to the same

exact analyses and which do not readily lend themselves to the

same basic principles and laws governing such exact sciences

as engineering, chemistry, mathematics and the like." He be-

lieves that businessmen must urge schools to expand and improve

their teaching of marketing subjects and must develop more

comprehensive training programs within their own organizations.

Pointing to the disparity between expenditures for product re-

search and marketing research, he also advocates increased man-

agement support of basic marketing research including the allo-

cation of more funds and devotion of greater attention to the

advice rendered by marketing research specialists.
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Increased mechanization in distribution and marketing and

better distribution cost analyses may also contribute substantial-

ly to the improvement of marketing productivity, says Mr. Nolen.

He concluded his talk by urging that businessmen attempt to

combat a philosophy that pictures advertisers as hucksters and

salesmen as peddlers. Selling, he points out, has been scorned

from ancient times, but if industry is to attract the best brains

to the field of marketing, it must attempt to create a fair public

image of the importance and respectability of this activity. "We
must make it plain that the marketing expert is no parasite but

a vital member of our economic life. That he is just as much a

specialist in his own field—the field of distribution—as anyone

engaged in engineering, scientific research, and manufacturing."

Charles G. Mortimer, President of General Foods Corporation,

is "convinced that the time has come to broaden our perspective

on marketing and distribution to embrace the whole complex of

operations, from the time a manufacturer assembles raw materials

until they reach the ultimate consumer in the form of finished

products. This embraces production as well as marketing and

distribution." The consumer's needs and wants must be taken

into consideration at the earliest stage of the production process

—the stage of product development and design—and must be

kept in mind at all steps at which decisions are made as the

product moves from conception to consumption.

Rather than attempt to unscramble the interwoven activities

of production, distribution, and marketing, Mr. Mortimer sug-

gests that all these activities be considered as a series of motions

involved in keeping the merchandise moving towards the con-

sumer. He adds, "A basic fact of business is that whenever ma-
terials or merchandise stop moving, they begin accumulating

expense—for storage, for insurance, for charges on the capital

made idle, and many other items."

A second key to success in today's keenly competitive market-

ing, says Mr. Mortimer, can be expressed in a single word, "con-

venience." "Serving the modern consumer has become a creative

art, with convenience the super-additive that is today changing

the whole face of business." He cites ten forms of convenience

that have come to be expected by the ultimate consumer—the

convenience of form, the convenience of time, the convenience of

place, the convenience of quantity or unit, the convenience of



packaging, the convenience of readiness, the convenience of

combination, the convenience of automatic operation, the con-

venience of selection, and the convenience of credit. Convenience,

he points out, has almost become a fourth essential to American

life alongside food, clothing, and shelter.

He cites six major contributing causes for this development:

(1) limited storage space in modern dwellings which causes

people to purchase in small units at convenient locations; (2)

the working homemaker whose limited time forces her to buy

as much convenience as possible; (3) the disappearance of

household servants, which has forced homemakers to carry a

larger burden and thus seek easier ways of doing things; (4) the

automobile, which has given American families an exr^nded

living-radius and has caused them to spend less time in the

home; (5) the growth of leisure time which, curiously, incites

people to want still more leisure time and makes them impatient

with duties or routines that interfere with their leisure; and

finally, (6) the many interesting things for people to do which

encourages them to save their time and conserve their energies

for the enjoyment of broader living.

Mr. Mortimer concludes, "Today the wide-awake business-

man's approach to the problems of serving the public must start

at the consumers' end of the process. In effect, he must write

practical specifications for new and ever more convenient prod-

ucts and services, and for getting them to the public with the

least waste motion, at the lowest cost, and with the greatest

possible convenience to the consumer."

The Conference Board is deeply indebted to Messrs. Wishart,

Foy, Nolen, and Mortimer for the thoughtfulness and work that

went into their carefully prepared and provocative addresses.

It hopes that through the medium of this Conference Recorder

their thinking will continue to benefit not only those who were

privileged to hear them, but all of the Board's Associates, for

years to come.

G. Clark Thompson, Director

Division of Business Practices
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The Invisible Sound Barriers in Selling

BY PAUL WISHART

President, Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company*

ONE PROBLEM looms above all others in industry today;

or you might call it two problems rolled into one. First is:

How can industry bring its profits back to a satisfactory level?

And the second is: In order to do that, how can we reinvigorate

our salesmanship to meet the unprecedented selling needs of

today?

I have, as you will see, some pretty definite ideas on this sub-

ject. Many of you may find that these ideas are not in them-

selves the inventions of my own imagination. They are ideas that

must have occurred to many of you. But perhaps you have not

thought of them in immediate relation to the problem of profits

and sales.

What Has Happened to Salesmanship?

When I first addressed myself to the problem of profits and

sales, I began to feel as if I had been cast in the role of a detective

in a mystery novel. For the central question of what has hap-

pened to salesmanship in American industry has all the in-

gredients of a baffling "whodunit."

We have, first of all, the incongruity of the problem—just as

puzzling as the corpse found in a room with all doors and win-

dows locked from the inside. Let us examine this incongruity for

a moment.

Here we have the world's best developed industrial system,

one of whose two foundation pillars has always been salesman-

ship. Equal in importance with our ability to produce in ever-

growing quantities has been our ability to sell—to move our

inventory—in precisely the same quantities. Salesmanship as the

world knows it today—that is, super-salesmanship—has been an

American invention.

Yet suddenly, mysteriously, we find that our salesmanship is

no longer adequate. And the crux of the mystery is: What has

happened?

* Before the dinner session of The Conference Board's Sixth Annual Marketing
Conference, on September 78, 7958
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We are given some clues. Has it been the disappearance of the

so-called "hard sell"? Has it been an over-emphasis in our prod-

ucts on form as opposed to function—too much chromium and

no gas tank? Has it been an over-pricing brought about by a

steady increase in wages? Has it been our sales direction?

I don't want to draw this analogy to the detective story too

thin, but there does seem to be one further parallel. In the well-

managed mystery there are invariably many obvious clues

which, if the reader follows them indiscriminately, lead to the

wrong solution. The butler with the pistol in his back pocket

and the stiletto under his vest is never the culprit.

The reader must, in other words, look beneath the surface for

the more subtle clues.

I have given a great deal of thought in recent months to an

examination of some of the less obvious factors that underlie the

surface of our economy. And it seems to me that I have found

five in particular that hold the key to the mystery of what is

wrong with selling today.

The Five "Barriers"

I call these five factors "the invisible sound barriers in selling.
,,

I do not use this phrase simply as a catchy device to get your

attention. I use it because I think that the best way to sum-

marize what is wrong—and also, what is right—with American

selling is to draw a parallel between industry today and the

familiar problem of aircraft design at the end of the last war.

You all remember that as the war ended we had pushed the

performance of our planes to such a level that they could go no

faster. The sound barrier stood in the way. It would have been

foolish to have said then that our failure for several years to

produce supersonic planes meant that we were turning out

second-rate planes. Actually, we were then turning out the best

planes we had ever produced. It was simply that they were not

good enough to solve the new problems our aircraft designers

had created for themselves by their own skill.

And that is precisely what I think can be said about salesman-

ship in this country today. By the excellence of our production

and sales techniques we have pushed ourselves to a new require-

ment level. Our economy has reached a new peak. And it should
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surprise no one that from this peak we can suddenly see new

vistas—and new obstacles—that never were visible before.

So to me it is pointless to say that our shortcomings today can

be corrected by a return to something we remember from years

ago. We need a new level of^performance to meet our new level

of problems.*"

Why, specifically, have these problems arisen? Let me list for

you the five different circumstances that I think create these

problems. I believe you will agree that they have never before

exerted the restraining influence on our economy—and particu-

larly on the selling function of it—that they do today.

First, there is a broad-based criticism of the profit motive. In the

free enterprise system there is one central motivating force

that makes all the wheels turn: the desire for profit. Yet never

before in our modern history has this motive fallen into greater

public disrepute. And this public attitude in turn has had an

inhibiting effect on the actions even of businessmen, who by

and large do not share it.

Second, there is a widely-held public resentment against the

application of pressure. Psychological pressure of one kind or

another has always, of necessity, characterized the act of sell-

ing. Yet today the public is asserting its individuality in a way
that dampens the effectiveness of this kind of pressure. I am
not saying that this is a negative social or economic develop-

ment. But it is a basically important one that we who would

sell to the public must recognize and adapt ourselves to.

Third, there is a rapidly-growing sophistication of the buyer in

our economy. Again, this is not by any means a negative de-

velopment. In fact, it is one for which industry itself is largely

responsible. But it puts new stresses in the buyer-seller rela-

tionship—stresses which industry must meet by redesigning

its operational structure.

Fourth, there is a new emphasis on social and economic security

that has brought to industry a sluggishness—a lack of direct re-

sponse to executive direction. This has invaded all levels of

business operation. Once again, this is not a development that
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we must deplore in all its aspects. Social and economic security

means more fruitful lives for millions of Americans. It con-

tributes significantly to confidence that supports purchasing.

But let us be realistic, too, and recognize that it creates new
responses and new relationships as between employer and

employee.

Fifth—and most specifically applying to the salesman—there has

developed in recent years a diffusion of the salesman's responsibility.

For a variety of reasons, everybody seems to have been get-

ting into the selling act. And the more people who are in it, the

fewer people can be held responsible for its success or failure.

The salesman, who used to be the star of the show—with all

the responsibility and opportunity for reward that that role

implied—is now just one of the players. It seems to me we
must give him back his star billing.

These, then, are the five basic problems that comprise the

invisible sound barriers in American selling. Now let us examine

them in more detail and see what, specifically, we can do to

break through the obstacle they impose.

The Public and Profits

First, there is the public attitude towards profits. I think

the best way to illustrate what I have in mind here is to quote a

couple of paragraphs from some remarks by Alfred Oxenfeldt of

the Columbia University Business School:

"It is surprising how few businessmen will state publicly that

they are in business to make as much money as they can—within

the limits of the law. Instead, many speak of management's

public responsibility and describe top management as an arbiter

of the competing claims of labor, consumers, stockholders and

government.

"Space does not permit discussion of this so-called 'enlightened

view* of management. I must resort to a flat assertion that a free

enterprise economy can be badly distorted and its functions

impaired seriously if decisions are made by persons who regard

themselves as self-appointed public utility commission officials.

Management's function, within the framework of our economic

system, is to pursue maximum profit."

Could management have been open to such a charge twenty
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years ago? I doubt it. Perhaps many company executives will

deny the validity of the charge. But I could not agree with

Professor Oxenfeldt more fully. I believe that too many business-

men have allowed themselves to be pushed by a particularly

articulate segment of public opinion into a defensive attitude

toward the earning of profits.

This is not to say that businessmen themselves hold this un-

realistic point of view of the function of the privately owned

corporation in the free enterprise system. But, being citizens of

a republic in which public attitudes are in the long-range con-

trolling, they must often give consideration to acting as if they

did.

And of course, whenever a shadow of a doubt begins to cross

an executive's mind as to the social—or, shall we say, public

relations—desirability of pushing his profits as high as he pos-

sibly can, the sales department is one of the first to sense the

wavering attitude.

For in many cases this attitude toward profits stems directly

from a wavering attitude toward what is, after all, one of the

logical results of an effective sales job. Stated starkly, this result

is the elimination of at least some of the competition.

Now, when I say "the elimination of at least some of the com-

petition" I am not casting an even furtively longing eye in the

direction of monopoly or anything approaching monopoly. I am
simply taking issue with the popular folk myth that has sprung

up in recent years that nobody, but nobody, should be run out of

business.

It is precisely this attitude that has given rise to the wonder-

fully bewitching—and totally misconceived—notion that you

can take the risk out of doing business. You can take the risk out

of business only by taking the incentive out. And if you will stop

to analyze it for a moment—as I wish some of the more vocal

critics of business would stop to do—the elimination of inefficient

competition is exactly the theoretical goal of all effective com-

petition within our economic system.

We may deplore the fact that last year there were 13,739

business failures. But we must keep in mind that had these busi-

nesses remained in operation, our over-all system would have

been that much less efficient.

Let me make myself clear on this point. I am not urging a
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"public be damned" attitude on the part of businessmen. I say

that under our economic system both the private and the public

good will be best served if businessmen strive first and foremost

for the biggest possible profits, doing so within the accepted legal,

ethical and social ideas of the day.

It is when the attitude prevails that business is in business

first to serve and only secondly to make a profit—it is then that

the fire of initiative goes out under the boiler of performance.

It is then that the escape valve is tripped and the steam pressure

goes down. It is then that the public interest is indeed in danger.

So my first recommendation for increasing sales is this: indus-

try as a whole—and corporations individually—must explain

over and over again, to their employees and the public, that

profit is nothing to be apologized for; that it is the essential

element that makes our economy tick; that the more profits each

individual company earns, the healthier will be our economy.

What Thomas Watson did with the word "Think" we should

do with the word "Profit." He gave it a respectability and a

power in a field and at corporate levels where "thinking" had

been regarded as something required only of the next man up

the line. That is the way too many workers at all levels of indus-

try today regard profits. And that attitude cannot be allowed to

prevail.

The Resistance to Persuasion

The second new obstacle that has developed in recent years

to our selling efforts—the second invisible barrier—has been the

growing resistance of the public to being pressured from above.

That is, the public has been asserting its individuality in

many ways, the most important of which from the salesman's

point of view has been its growing resistance to what might be

called the floek-of-sheep reaction of former days.

Now I realize that in saying this I am going against some cur-

rently fashionable sociological theories. We have read—in such

books as "The Organization Man," and "The Lonely Crowd"

and "The Hidden Persuaders"—that the public is a homogenized

mass of predictable and controllable reactions. We have read

that we who sit in the control towers of industry need only sum-

mon up the appropriate genie who will trigger the appropriate

mass neurosis and presto, we have a new mass market.
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I think that quite the contrary is true. It seems to me that

this picture—if we allow for certain artistic license on the part of

those who have painted it—was an accurate one of a few years

ago. But I think that the development is in the opposite direction

today.

Certainly that has been the experience of Detroit this past

year. If ever an industry had honed mass-psychology selling

techniques to their sharpest edge, it was the automobile manu-

facturers. And suddenly we find that the mass isn't reacting to

the psychology. On the contrary, it is breaking itself up into

individual groups and going out and buying all sorts of odd

little foreign creations that no self-respecting organization man
should be caught dead in.

The Informed Consumer

Added to this is the third barrier in selling today—the truly

remarkable degree of technological sophistication that buyers

are showing. How has the public become so sophisticated?

Just look at your own industry. Look at the so-called "service

magazines" at the consumer level that are constantly pouring

out objectively written explanations of what the customer should

look for in a synthetic fiber, or a washing machine, or a pair of

shoes. Look at the rapid growth in recent years of the consumer-

research magazines that take no advertising and whose sole

purpose is to tell the reader which brand is best, and why. Or

look at what industry itself has done through its trade associa-

tions to establish standards of safety and efficiency by which

customers can judge the relative merits of competing products.

And at the level of industrial sales we should not forget what

has been done to keep the buyer superbly informed by organiza-

tions such as The Conference Board, or by the rapid expansion

of trade magazines in virtually every branch of every industry.

Now this growing insistence by the consumer that he is an

individual, plus his increasing sales sophistication, are both most

encouraging factors in a social sense. But let's face it. They make
the salesman's job a good deal tougher. The old-fashioned sales-

man defined the ideal customer as a blind man who felt diffident

about asking questions. But now he goes out in front of the

public only to find a thousand curious eyes peering at his product

from every angle and a thousand voices asking probing questions.
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The way many of our salesmen have reacted to these new
conditions has been simply to retreat to his office and write out

a report to the effect that the customer wanted something else

and couldn't be talked out of it.

This tendency is aided and abetted by our preoccupation with

the powers of the hidden persuaders. Many of our salesmen have

lost confidence in the persuasive powers of their own voices and

personalities. They have come to see selling as the working out of

a mathematical formula in which the human element plays no

part. They are told of the supermarket that outsells the old-

fashioned grocery store three-to-one per square foot of floor

space, without a human voice being raised. They regard them-

selves as relatively ineffectual pawns in a power game in which

the really determining factors are million-dollar advertising bud-

gets and technological superiority.

To me the real salesman is the man to whom it is a challenge,

not a defeat, when the customer starts out wanting something

else. This kind of challenge can still be met. And it seems to me
that the only way to be sure it is met is for management to be less

understanding of the salesman's problems. If he cannot meet this

challenge, he must be in the wrong line of work.

The Emphasis on Security

But this brings us to the fourth barrier to selling in today's

economy—the emphasis on social and economic security. This

involves the problem of what to do with the people in your

organization who are obviously in the wrong line of work.

I don't think I have to describe in detail, for an audience such

as this, what "the new security" that the American people today

enjoy has meant in the realm of professional performance.

We all have heard the phrase, "loyalty down as well as loyalty

up." We all know what seniority and tenure mean in terms of

holding onto a job these days even at the executive levels. We
all know of cases within our own organizations where such

factors as these are keeping men at their jobs that other men
could do better.

All of this comes under the heading of security. We are a

security-conscious civilization. And I do not say that that is bad.

Thirty years ago there were, to over-simplify it a bit, two classes

of people. There were those who had to work in order to eat, and
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there were those who had to work in order to get very rich. The
burden of performance was on the former as a matter of neces-

sity, and on the latter as a matter of personal satisfaction. It

was not an even balance.

In those days the boss could tell an employee, you must per-

form at such-and-such a level or I cannot afford to keep you.

And the employee would do his best to perform at that level.

But today our society has developed many methods of miti-

gating both the extremes in this picture. The executive has fewer

of the incentives to earn more money, because a relatively large

proportion will disappear in taxes. And the worker has fewer of

the compulsions to give his top performance, because he is to a

large degree insulated from his former insecurity both by pro-

fessional custom and by government guarantee.

Again I want to emphasize that I am not against social security

and all it has meant to this country. But in terms of getting

performance out of employees—and specifically salesmen—

I

think we must realize what it has done. It has brought a sticki-

ness, a performance lag, into the corporate controls.

This is best illustrated by the familiar magazine-cartoon scene

of the employee who has just been chewed out by his boss. His

reaction is not to buckle down and do a better job the next day.

Instead, it is to go home and berate his wife, or his dog, or his

children, or whoever happens to get in his way, about the misery

of his professional lot. He is secure enough in his job to know he

won't be fired, because his boss subscribes to the "new enlighten-

ment" in personal policies. But still he is unhappy because he

knows his work load thereafter will be more difficult, or his

chances for promotion slimmer. His boss, after all, has not yet

reached the point where he is running a nonprofit organization.

I think that if we are to get the increased sales that we all

agree are needed we must make a serious reappraisal of "the

security problem" in our own companies. Granted that we must
give more job security today than heretofore. Granted that

employee morale is more important than ever before. I am not

talking about retreating into the dark past of industrial despot-

ism. New social concepts—concepts that we all welcome as

beneficial—render such a retreat unthinkable.

But shouldn't we step back and see whether we haven't gone

a bit too far in the other direction? In the army, isn't it the
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tightly run, well disciplined company that not only has the

highest morale, but also gives the best performance?

This goes back to two points I have mentioned previously. I

said we should do our best to particularize to each of our em-

ployees where he stands in the profit picture. And I said that

we should recognize that the salesman who can't sell is simply

in the wrong kind of work. A realistic extension of these ideas

to the operating level may mean some pretty hard-headed and

unsentimental remaking of certain personnel practices.

But there is, after all, such a thing as too much security.

The Diffusion of Sales Responsibility

Now, keeping these points in mind, let us consider the fifth

barrier in modem selling—the diffusion of the salesman's re-

sponsibility. Today when something goes wrong on the sales

graph and we want to call a meeting of all the experts who might

advise us on a cure, we have to hire Madison Square Garden to

get them all under one roof. First comes a platoon of market

analysts, followed by sales training staff, followed by industrial

designers, customer-service men, point-of-sale promotion people,

advertising copywriters, research and development people—and

at the end of the parade the salesmen.

Now, I am not questioning the value of the experts. Selling

is certainly more complicated today than it ever was before be-

cause both the product and the selling techniques are more

highly refined.

What I do find wrong with the picture is the diffusion of re-

sponsibility. When the whole crew votes on which way to steer

the ship, nobody can say who ran it up on the rock. And con-

versely, nobody gets credit for bringing it safely to port.

We can add layer on layer of specialized organization to our

companies, but let us keep our lines of responsibility straight.

It is management's responsibility to design the product, to price

it right, to decide when and in what quantity to put it on the

market, to determine the advertising themes, to solve the ship-

ping, warehousing and merchandising problems.

To be sure, in making all these decisions the advice and counsel

of the salesman can be one of the most valuable contributions.

But the decisions themselves are management's responsibility

alone.
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When all these decisions have been made there is only one

additional responsibility, and it rests solely on the shoulders of

one man. It is to sell the product. And therein lies both the

salesman's challenge and his opportunity—and the sole criterion

by which he should be judged.

The Solution

This is my solution to the mystery of what has happened to

profits and selling in America in recent years: On one level there

have been certain basic social attitudes that have affected all

of us so gradually as to have been almost imperceptible. On
another level the reaction of our corporations to these attitudes

—and to the growing complexity of our products and selling

techniques—has created confusion within our ranks.

At both levels, the solution lies first in a realistic appraisal of

the forces that have brought about the changes; and second, in

a determined and unsentimental program to adapt to them or to

root out their ill effects. In this approach we will find the key

to the fundamental need in selling today—the need to establish

a new level of sales performance in keeping with our new level

of requirement.

The founder of our company, years ago, phrased a question

that I believe is painfully appropriate here. He asked:

"Shall we do this definitely, clearly, sincerely and above all

immediately, or shall we continue to drift and talk?"
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Creative Pricing: Policy or Accident?

BY FRED C. FOY

Chairman and President, Koppers Company*

MY SUBJECT is creative pricing—does it just happen, or

does it require a carefully planned policy approach?

Perhaps no area of industry's operations is so little understood

and so often misrepresented by the critics of private enterprise

as its pricing policies and practices.

Inconsistencies Ignored

Many of our antibusiness politicians see no inconsistency in a

view which expects one group—industry—to operate in a jungle

of price anarchy, dog-eat-dog battle of price competition, while

other special groups are protected by subsidies and other benevo-

lent government regulations. Under this standard of double

morality, planning and order are good for the socialized phases

of life, but "just plain bad" for industry.

Under this concept, apparently, interest rates must be held

down for the government and for the "deserving"; farmers must

be subsidized against the effects of normal competition; and

unions are encouraged to set the price of labor on an industry-

wide, monopolistic take-it-or-leave-it basis.

But industry must float willy-nilly on the tides of supply and

demand, obediently following the dictates of a so-called "free

market." Any indication that any price is based on business

judgment rather than the unrestricted play of "the market" is

viewed with alarm and treated with suspicion. It is agreed that

businessmen must manage their business; but when it comes to

setting price the only legitimate influencing factor apparently

is this "free market." You and I know that no industry, no

economy, and no nation could long survive on such an irrational

basis.

High Judgment Required

The formulation of price policies by industrial management

is a function requiring the highest judgment and responsibility,

*Before the dinner session of The Conference Board's Fifth Annual Marketing Con-

ference, on September J 9, 7957
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based on the consideration of a vast number of factors. Of course,

the principles of supply and demand and the operations of a

competitive market play key roles in that judgment, but they

must be balanced with other considerations of importance. Such

price policy judgments must always face the test of competition

and, beyond that, of ultimate user satisfaction. Hence, they are

in the nature of venture decisions or targets, and must be

intelligently taken if they are to be successful.

If this area of venture decisions—involving real risk and no

little courage—is "administered pricing," then I'm all for it. But

since the term "administered pricing" is too suggestive of the

price-fixing and competition-limiting aims of the old NRA and

other New Deal creations, I prefer such alternative terms as

policy pricing ... or, better yet, creative pricing.

More Creative Pricing Needed

As a matter of fact, I believe that more creative price prac-

tices which reflect a progress-serving policy approach—rather

than price accidents—are what industry and the nation need

today. According to Dr. Joel Dean, New York economist and

management consultant, "a philosophy of pricing that is em-

bodied in clear-cut pricing policies is well-nigh indispensable

today." (1) Dr. Dean further states:

"Moreover, there is much to be said for the thesis that it is igno-

rance rather than greed that is wrong with price policies in Amer-

ican industry today, and that the application of economic analysis

to more scientific pricing will have a greater influence upon the

well-being of our economy than will the use of economics as a

pulpit for moral preachment. . . . Despite the important effect that

determination of proper selling prices may have upon a company's

success, a policy approach to pricing is comparatively rare. . .
."

There are differences of opinion as to the trend in recent years

in the use of policy pricing, but the critics of industry insist that

there has been a major increase in the use of "administered

prices." There can be no difference of opinion, however, that

these same years have shown a reduced rate of profit for industry.

From this literal view, therefore, the increase, if any, in indus-

1
Joel Dean in "Pricing Policies," chapter 16 in "Industrial Accountant's Hand-

book," page 600.
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try's use of "administered pricing" can hardly be claimed to have

been injurious to consumers.

After-tax Profits Drop

In 1956, for example, gross national product was 45% above

1950 and personal income was up 39%. How did corporate profits

stack up against these gains? Well, they just didn't. Pretax

profits were up only 5.9%, or $2.3 billion, over the $39.9 billion

of 1950. But the after-tax profits actually dropped and were

$600 million shy of matching the $22.1 billion earned in 1950.

Average after-tax profits of all manufacturing industry for the

five years 1952-1956 amounted to 4.8% of sales and 9.3% return

on total investment. This was down from an average of 6.1%
return on sales and a 12.1% return on total investment for the

preceding five years 1947-1951.

I doubt that any policy decisions in industry are made as

thoughtfully as decisions to raise prices because of more rapidly

climbing costs and declining return on investment. In such policy

pricing decisions, management often wagers that it can offset

much of the wage and material cost increases through further

improvements in efficiency. The fact that industry's earnings in

relation to investment have declined during the past five years

suggests that management was frequently too optimistic in ac-

cepting this challenge.

For that matter, economists note that the size and speed of

price advances have been most striking in fields where prices

are supposed to be set by the response of a so-called "free

market" to the law of supply and demand. Where industry em-

ploys creative pricing, there are additional benefits from the

avoidance of excessive price premiums during periods of heavy

demand or tight supply.

Situation after World War II

This was readily apparent right after the Second World War
when certain food and agricultural products virtually doubled in

price within two years, while automobiles, for example, sold

under such restrained price schedules that buyers were offering

premiums and buying "used new" cars to get earlier delivery.

I will not venture to attempt to classify industries as to the

degree to which they operate under administered or creative
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pricing or the reverse, but a comparison of price trends since

1945 of some widely varied lines is revealing. . . .

The post World War II bituminous coal industry provides an

illustration of the gains from long-range planning coupled with

a creative price policy, as compared with the tragic consequences

of price accidents in an earlier era.

In the 1930's this industry operated in the classical free-market

pattern of dog-eat-dog price competition, with the result that

many companies became insolvent, and, more serious, the in-

dustry lacked funds to finance new equipment and advancing

technology. Since World War II, the industry, under the leader-

ship of career companies, has combined creative pricing with an

epic advance in technology.

Price-cut Matching Resisted

Bituminous coal demand was mostly in decline during the

years 1948-1954, and there was considerable pressure on coal

prices as a result of dwindling consumption. But this time, the

career companies resisted the tendency to match the price-

cutters, and instead concentrated on improving productivity

through new equipment and methods.

What happened? Heavy wage increases and rising material

costs increased costs of production by more than $1.50 per ton

between 1948 and 1956. Yet during this same period improved

productivity through new equipment and methods made it

possible to sell coal at the mine in 1956 at prices which gave

customers energy at the same unit cost as in 1948. Even today,

prices at the mine are only slightly higher, yet the career

bituminous coal companies are approaching the healthiest finan-

cial condition they have experienced in many years.

Concept Not New
This example from the recent history of one industry shows

how everybody benefits from creative pricing. As a matter of

interest, the concept that everyone must benefit from adminis-

tered prices is not new, as may be noted in this quotation from

"Price Making in a Democracy," by Edwin G. Nourse, former

chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers, pub-

lished by The Brookings Institution in 1944:
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"The competition on which automatic pricing relied was of a

spontaneous, adaptive, and generally short-focus type . . . but the

competition of . . . organized and directed business enterprise

characterized by administered prices calls for quite different

qualities—those of reasoned and intricately purposive action.

Such a system aspires to move beyond the law of the economic
jungle and seeks to find ways of . . . progressively improving tech-

niques so as to enlarge our sustained flow of material well-being.

"Orderly effort of this sort can be achieved in a society of free

men only if price relations provide suitable incentive and reward

for suppliers of both productive property and productive

labor. . .
."

Which brings us to an examination of the functions of indus-

trial pricing in our dynamic and interrelated economy. It is no

longer sufficient to make the simple statement that the functions of

pricing are to (1) market the goods; (2) recover the costs; and

(3) generate, if possible, a "reasonable" return on investment.

Stimulation of Improvement

This statement neither conveys the complex relationship be-

tween prices and the many other elements employed in competi-

tive strategy, nor does it reflect the dynamic "must" of modern
pricing policy—that it serve the aims of long-term progress and

growth. Economist Nourse expressed it this way:

"The problem of prices and income shares is not one simply of

dividing up a predetermined flow of wealth but of so organizing

the whole scheme of pecuniary relations as to stimulate techno-

logical and organizational improvement and enlarge the total flow

of economic production. Inasmuch as every income group is by

nature a pressure group, each tries to divert the lion's share of the

gains of progress to itself. But those who formulate and administer

business policies have a responsibility to promote the kind of dis-

tribution which assures further progress."

If I may paraphrase Dr. Nourse, the price is right when it is

right for all links in the industrial chain, when it satisfies the

legitimate claims of the consumer, the worker and the investor,

and when it provides, in addition, the seed corn of progress or

growth. The interests of all claimants, and particularly the need

for stimulating progress, are considered and embraced in creative

pricing.
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Let's take a closer look, then, at the basic functions of pricing

in the light of modern competitive needs.

Price Alone Inadequate

First, price is a vehicle to get the product on the market. No
one can deny this. But to assume—as some of our lawmakers

apparently do—that price is the sole criterion of competitive

vigor and the only stimulant to demand is unrealistic and dan-

gerous economics. I venture to say that if American industry

had tried to develop its markets on price alone, we would still be

riding Model-T cars, burning carbon arc lamps, and listening to

Bing Crosby on an earphone set. It is perfectly possible, I believe,

to price yourself out of the market, out of growth, and out of

business by using price as the only weapon of competition

—

regardless of whether you raise or lower the price.

As businessmen, however, we know that price is just one vital

cog in the marketing machine. It has to be meshed with many
other vital cogs in the process of moving product. On the use

side, the right price has to consider such factors as the real

value to buyers, as expressed in design and product improvement,

in ease of application, in more useful packaging, in more effective

distribution and availability. On the competitive side, the right

price has to consider the market position of a class of products,

and the relationship of a given company to all competitors in

the field. It must give weight to competition, not only from

within its own industry, but the possibility of pressures from

other industries offering alternatives or substitutes.

Even beyond that, in our economy of today where people have

considerable amounts of disposable income, there is the tremen-

dous competition between "things"—the relative desirability of

a new TV set or a vacation trip; of a new car or the down pay-

ment on a house; in industry, a new piece of material handling

equipment or a process improvement.

Upgrading in Quality and Design

It seems plain from this that there is more to competition than

just price. It has been said that anyone can cut price, but it takes

imagination, skill and courage to compete in other areas of value.

American industry demonstrates this convincingly in the upgrad-

ing of quality, design, use convenience, packaging, and in provid-
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ing many added services. All these are values and competitive

factors, and most are more important than price. Compare, for

example, the frozen foods and accessibility of the modern super-

market with the bulk foods of the cracker-barrel store. Color

film costs more than black and white, but both will take a

picture.

The second basic function of pricing is to recover the costs of

production and distribution. This, too, is axiomatic, but not

quite so simple as it sounds. For, to have meaning today, the

function of recovering "costs" must be deepened to include a

number of invisible costs. I mean such costs as the deficiency in

depreciation recovery resulting from the erosion of the dollar;

the necessary provisions for erosion in technology, where a new
process may make a plant obsolete long before it is worn out;

and the recovery of research and development expenditures, in-

cluding those which did not pan out. Clearly, if pricing does not

give full weight to the recovery of all of these costs, the battle

for future growth will be uphill all the way.

To illustrate the dangers inherent in inadequate depreciation,

we have calculated for the chemical industry the amount of

inflation in equipment investment not recoverable by deprecia-

tion charges. Plant and equipment expenditures by the chemical

and allied products industry over the past fifteen years totaled

$12.9 billion.

To replace that investment today would cost at least $17.2

billion, an increase of 33%. If we assume that the eventual re-

placement of these facilities can be accomplished with no further

advance in cost, an obviously unrealistic and overconservative

assumption, our depreciation recovery will still be shy $4.3

billion of providing funds for replacement. If we divide this

missing $4.3 billion by an estimated fifteen-year life of the equip-

ment, we come up with an annual deficiency in depreciation

reserves of $283 million.

Depreciation a Tax Cost

As all of you must know, the problem of deficiency in deprecia-

tion recovery is even worse than this. Since the needed $283

million is not recognized as a cost under United States income

tax laws, it is actually counted as profit and taxed at the pre-

vailing 52% rate. So the chemical and allied products industry
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must first produce about $590 million of profits on which it will

have to pay nearly $307 million federal income tax before it will

have left the $283 million it would need over its regular deprecia-

tion allowance to replace its plants as they wear out, if there is

absolutely no further construction cost inflation from this day

forward.

A fair depreciation law would allow business to keep, as a

cost of doing business, enough money free of taxes to rebuild

its plants and equipment as they wear out. Some countries have

recognized this need and taken steps to meet it.

If I have seemed to overemphasize this problem, I have taken

the risk to illustrate the great complexity in figuring costs as the

basis for pricing, not only for the chemical industry, but for all

industry. And I repeat that the recovery of such costs must be

responsibly faced in the formulation of any pricing policy if

future growth is to be planned on a sound basis.

The third basic function of pricing is to provide a "reasonable"

rate of return on investment, and once again there are extra

dimensions to the concept. What is a "reasonable" rate of return

for one product line or company or industry may be inadequate

for another. Specific goals for a company will depend on its state

of development, growth potential, capital needs, rate of obsoles-

cence, the special economic climate in which it operates, and

other factors. In general, however, a reasonable rate of return

should be sufficient to maintain an enterprise in vigorous health

—able to anticipate changing demand and to build for growth,

and to pay dividends that will constitute attractive earnings

or rental on the investment of the equity owners.

Chemical Industry Experience

The experience of the chemical industry is a good case in point

here. Two years ago, even a year ago, chemical stocks were the

fair-haired issues of the stock market. Investors were paying

high prices to become owners of such stocks. But how about now?
See what investors are now paying for a group of chemical

company stocks compared to their high points and compared to

Standard & Poor's index of 425 industrial stocks.1

1 Mr. Foy here referred to a chart on display that showed declines in chemical

stocks from "1947-1957 bull-market highs," ranging from about 9% to close to

70%.
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What caused this decline in public favor? Did pricing policy

and its impact on current and anticipated rate of return on in-

vestment in these companies have something to do with it?

It is hard to say yes categorically. During the period of the

drop, prices of many chemicals and plastics did drop noticeably.

Values of chemical stocks dropped more than those of companies

where prices remained more stable.

Business Week, on April 20, 1957, quoted the "chemical man"
of a prominent investment counseling firm as follows:

"The present unsatisfactory cost-price relationship within the

chemical industry is not merely of a temporary nature. ... I

would be very hesitant about making new commitments in this

group at present levels."

Since he said that, the levels dropped even lower; and, so,

incidentally, have some of the prices.

If this decline in favor with investors continues, we in the

chemical industry will have a tougher job of raising outside

capital for our growth needs, and it will cost us more money.

But, quite apart from our own troubles, this is a problem that

faces all industry in the formulation of price policies that will

yield a "reasonable" return on investment.

Electrical Industry Experience

In the electrical manufacturing industry, for example—Ralph

J. Cordiner, president of General Electric, has spoken his mind

on this important subject. Taking a good look at the opportuni-

ties and challenges facing his industry, Mr. Cordiner said in

November, 1956, that the electrical manufacturing industry has

not been earning enough to finance the kind of progress open to

it and expected of it. He cited the growth potential in the elec-

trical field and concluded that "such a growth industry places

a serious responsibility on those who wish to share in its growth

—the responsibility to risk significant investments in research,

development, modernization, expansion, and development of

manpower and markets. Current levels of prices and earnings in

the electrical manufacturing industry will not support required

expenditures for these purposes in the years ahead."

Extended to all industry, that is an eloquent plea for pricing
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policies which give full consideration to the long-term needs of

progress and growth.

Support Other Vital Needs

To sum up on the functions of modern creative pricing, then,

we can conclude that while price will always be a stimulant to

consumption and must remain obedient to the laws of supply

and demand, it must also do so at levels that support other vital

needs in a company's planning or an industry's development.

And the chief of these needs is the stimulus of progress and

growth.

If this can be accepted as a foundation, let us look at some of

the essential characteristics of a creative pricing policy—a policy

whose execution requires the utmost support and the special

knowledge and skills of marketing people.

All I have said before should make clear my conviction that

sound pricing is the result of company policy, not accidents.

And pricing policy must have plan and method to it—not to be

based on hunches, emotions, or misinformation. Resort to subter-

fuges or gimmicks will ultimately have the effect of destroying

a company's otherwise sound pricing policy. Obvious ways by
which a creative pricing policy can be destroyed are such some-

times hidden price concessions as special freight allowances,

unreasonably long credit terms, unrealistic quantity discounts,

or under-the-table rebates. Price practices which make excep-

tions to a company's normal published price policy mean a

retreat from price policy to price accidents. And like most

accidents, these can be costly, painful, and unproductive.

Weight to Use Value

A sound pricing policy should give weight to the real use

value of a company's products, either in the end use or as inter-

mediate materials. The prices should reflect qualities that give

the user greater convenience, service, reliability, and the like;

they should thus embrace a dynamic, comprehensive concept of

competition and not merely a sterile, antiquated "price only"

competition.

Sound pricing policy recognizes the twin obligations of a

company as both seller and buyer. Accordingly, its purchasing

practices—while always striving for fundamental cost reduction
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—should not overstress price concessions at the cost of forcing

a retreat from creative pricing, for in the end this can jeopardize

its own selling price policies. In short, there should be—there

must be—integrity and consistency at both ends of the enter-

prise.

Sound pricing policy recognizes, too, that no company is an

island and none can establish an exclusive domain in price

cutting. Every industry contains too many companies with

heavy investments to permit opportunistic price cutting to go

unmatched with counteraction. Please do not mistake me: I am
all for price reductions on any product where they are part of

consistent policy, flow from fundamental improvements in pro-

duction and serve to increase volume at a fair and reasonable

profit level. The harm comes when price cuts are instituted for

opportunistic, short-range gains, which may lead to a financial

weakening of the whole industry, as well as of the company
which originated the downward spiral.

Dependability in Price Policy

A consistent price policy will stand you in good stead in the

market place. Dependability m the price field is just as important

to the buyer—whether on the home or industrial front—as de-

pendability of product. In fact, no buyer can afford the uneasy

feeling that perhaps his competitor is buying cheaper than he is,

and no salesman or sales manager should ever fail to sell the

positive values of a consistent fair-to-all price policy.

A consistent price policy will enable you to plan creatively

for the future—to plan for physical expansion, new-product

development, increased research, more efficient production, more

useful products, and better earnings performance—for all of these

things that will strengthen you in the competitive battle.

Finally, a consistent creative price policy—firmly rooted in

long-term growth—will better serve the public. Such sound and

broad creative pricing policies ensures that buyers will not pay

too much in times of scarcity nor industry be paid so little in

times of oversupply that it will be unable to break new tech-

nological frontiers and achieve fundamental gains in product

values, thereby providing for the American people an ever-rising

standard of living.
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Marketing: Key to Industrial

Expansion

BY HERMAN C. NOLEN

President, McKesson & Robbins, Inc.*

THIS IS indeed an opportune time to focus our interest on the

subject of marketing. In my opinion increasing our market-

ing effectiveness can contribute more to higher living stand-

ards, greater national prosperity and broader industrial expan-

sion that can be achieved by any other single activity. We are

enjoying an era of unprecedented prosperity, with the highest

living standards in history and vast industrial and business

development.

If there is any barrier to further economic growth for this

nation it is marketing; for it is evident that industrial expansion

is dependent to a large extent on the extensive and intensive

exploitation of consumer markets, if we are to achieve higher

levels of consumption. Only in this direction does continuing

prosperity lie. Prosperity will remain with us only so long as our

marketing system operates effectively.

A problem facing our marketing experts has been the inability

to increase sales productivity as rapidly as industrial produc-

tivity. Let us take a few moments to analyze the present

situation.

Producers in the United States, both industrial and agricul-

tural, have been increasing their output per man-hour much
more rapidly than distributors. Fortune magazine recently re-

ported that the output per man-hour in industry and agriculture

had more than doubled since 1929. However, distribution produc-

tivity had increased only 49% in the same period. This serious

situation for marketing will create increasingly difficult prob-

lems for us if the trend is not corrected and brought into better

balance.

Industry has demonstrated its ability to produce new and far

superior products and it is now up to us as marketing men and

women to show that our distribution system can profitably dis-

*Before the dinner session of The Conference Board's Fourth Annual Marketing Con-
ference, on September 20, 1956
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pose of the increasing quantity of goods which industrial effi-

ciency and advanced technological skill can produce. There has

never been a time when this has been more important to the

support of our national economy. Herein lies a strong challenge

and a great opportunity. It is the number one task before us.

If we are to accomplish this task, first of all, we must reorient

our thinking. We must come up with new concepts of merchan-

dising far beyond those which characterize our economy today.

Let me review the nature of some of these and indicate what

courses of action are open to us.

Can Marketing Be Scientific?

One of the major needs of marketing is the accumulation of

more adequate scientific knowledge. We know less about market-

ing than we know about many other important fields of endeavor.

This is due in part to the feeling that marketing deals with

human factors which are not subject to the same exact analyses

and which do not readily lend themselves to the same basic

principles and laws governing such exact sciences as engineering,

chemistry, and the like.

We have been studying marketing for a comparatively few

years only. It is generally considered that the first course in

marketing was given in an American college about 1904 or 1905.

I doubt if there was a text book on the subject until fifty years

ago. We had practically no courses in selling until after the first

World War, and it was not until the depression years that schools

began to feel a real need to add them to their curricula.

Even now it is still difficult to get courses in marketing into

many schools and colleges. Many an educator feels that we
possess too little information about the subject to merit the ex-

penditure of a professor's time and effort. It has been difficult to

find competent teachers for those courses when they have been

established. Many a faculty committee has reacted unfavorably

when presented with a request to give collegiate credit for courses

in the field of marketing.

It becomes obvious that the furtherance of the scientific study

of distribution gives us a tremendous opportunity. It is equally

obvious that we have a major task before us. There are many
things we can do. We can urge the schools to expand their courses

in marketing subjects, not only in quantity but in quality. I
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think it is the duty of responsible marketing executives to en-

courage this expansion by working closely with the educational

institutions in their areas. Many of them are already doing so,

but they must step up their efforts materially.

Better Training Needed

Another major need is the development of more comprehensive

training programs within our own organizations which will give

our salesmen and marketing executives a more thorough knowl-

edge of their jobs. That we are making headway is evidenced by
the attention given this subject by the National Industrial Con-

ference Board at its many meetings; but unfortunately in too

many cases our sales training is still a once-over-lightly proposi-

tion. Many a man is employed in the selling force, given a few

days to scan catalog pages and examine products and then sent

into the field with an experienced salesman to observe his

methods, which may or may not represent sound techniques.

The salesman is then considered ready to be sent out into the

world to succeed or fail against a vast array of hardened

prospects.

More Research Needed

Basic marketing research is another pressing need. Although

we are making good progress in this direction, we still have a

long way to go. We have many highly skilled marketing research

people in our organizations, but unfortunately we are handi-

capping their operations by allocating insufficient budgets and

by lack of management appreciation for their advice. Very few

business concerns have market research budgets comparable to

those devoted to product research, which often run into six or

seven figures and consume a sizeable share of industrial income.

It is estimated by the National Industrial Conference Board

that the total sum spent on marketing research is less than 10%
of that spent for industrial research and this in spite of the fact

that more consumers' dollars go to pay for distribution costs

than for production expenses.

Distribution has not yet developed its Ketterings, its Edisons

or its Steinmetzes, but with the right kind of encouragement

from top management they may emerge one day with revolu-

tionary discoveries.
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To secure the necessary information on which to base our

marketing plans, all types of distribution research must be con-

ducted. We must study the work of research people outside the

marketing fields whose techniques show promise of worthwhile

results.

Take for example, time-and-motion study techniques perfected

by industrial engineers. We can apply these principles to sales-

men to a greater extent than we have. By such means, in the drug

industry we learned that our salesmen averaged only about ten

minutes per call in actual selling effort. That sales resulted in

54% of the instances when certain arguments were used, whereas

sales resulted in only 13% of the cases when certain other and

supposedly more popular selling points were stressed. More re-

search of this type will improve our marketing efficiency.

Mechanizing Marketing

Another promising field of investigation comes under the head-

ing of automation, a word common to the production engineer,

but likely to be only a hazy concept to the distribution executive.

So far we have been unable to apply mechanization principles to

marketing processes as extensively as they have been applied to

manufacturing processes. To be sure, we have done a fair job in

certain of the physical phases of distribution, such as transporta-

tion, storage and record keeping, but in many respects we are

still in the handicraft stage. It may be that we will never highly

mechanize the sales process, but should we be able to do so, the

rewards will be so great as to make the effort well worthwhile.

Some strides have already been made to speed up filling of

orders. In the drug industry, for example, automatic machines

are being used for this purpose with considerable success.

Vending machines have made great strides in the past few

years. They are already being utilized successfully for the sale

of a wide variety of products, including food, clothing, drug and

candy items. Today, one out of every six packages of cigarettes

is sold in this manner. Many other items will undoubtedly be

added.

Now the substitution of a metal vending machine for a flesh-

and-blood salesman is actually quite a revolutionary idea. I can

see great opportunity for the further development of "robot

selling." This type of mechanization is something which does not
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come rapidly but is developed only after very careful study. So

far we have barely scratched the surface.

Cost Analysis Needed

In a word, the relatively high cost of distribution—generally

stated to be about sixty cents of the consumer's dollar—must be

faced. Why are these costs disproportionate to those in the pro-

duction field? One reason may be found in the increasing demand
for more extensive and expensive services. We may, in fact, be

over-servicing our customers. The idea that the consumer is king

has been, I believe, a most costly notion of businessmen. Cus-

tomer cost analyses and selectivity are destined to assume much
greater significance to merchandising executives. Many types of

special services must be studied in relation to their sales-

producing possibilities. What the self-service supermarket is

doing to the neighborhood grocery store is indicative of what can

happen when consumers begin to weigh the value of special serv-

ices against the costs involved.

The Public's Image of Marketing

In addition to the tangible problems confronting the marketing

profession, we must deal with certain psychological aspects which

tend to retard its full development. I refer to a deeply rooted

prejudice of society towards trade and those engaged in it. The
fact that our occupation is not too highly regarded in many
quarters may come as a shock to some of us.

We frequently hear references to the "Madison Avenue huck-

sters" which is certainly not a term of endearment. Advertising

often comes under attack as an economic waste. I can remember

at faculty club luncheons the half-concealed sneers that spread

around the table when advertising was mentioned.

Again, when top-flight salesmen are referred to as peddlers, we
may be sure that the person using such an expression does not

think highly of selling.

These are but an indication of a state of mind which is injuri-

ous to our calling. It may be responsible, indirectly, for the

alarming lack of interest in marketing careers as shown by a

National Sales Executive Club Survey among high school stu-

dents who contemplated entering college—and this despite the

fact that marketing men are extremely well paid.
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The bias against those engaged in marketing, which is not true

of the medical profession, of lawyers, engineers and even factory

workers, is due, I think, to a failure to understand the values

which they create.

Much of this has deep historical roots which I would like to

trace. Originally, in the handicraft stage of society, there was

very little trading. People produced only for their own needs.

Commerce did not develop until surpluses were created. Certain

products commanded prices which were not necessarily related to

production costs. Those who dealt in these scarcities were

frowned upon and trading and traders were scorned. They were

parasites in the eyes of other people. In fact, if we go back into

history we will discover that even in the advanced Athenian

civilization people engaged in trading were regarded as little

better than thieves and robbers. In Athens, you could not become

a citizen if you were engaged in trade; nor were you allowed

to spend a night within its walls. You had to go outside the

gates of the city and take your chances among the untrust-

worthy.

During medieval times, trading was generally considered

illegal. Indeed it was viewed as a sin by the Church. The insist-

ence upon direct marketing meant that the growth of the middle-

man was strongly resisted.

The idea that every individual has a natural right to sell his

products and services to his best advantage, is of comparatively

recent origin. Only for a brief period, and in a few countries, has

the idea found concrete realization in practice. The doctrine of

laissez-faire applied to trade was slow to rise. Even in England,

for at least six centuries after the Norman conquest, the right to

engage in foreign or domestic trade was not a natural right but

an acquired privilege. The evolution of marketing has been a

series of struggles to gain the right to trade. These objectives

have not yet been completely achieved.

Now what are some of the steps that we must take to do away

with this historical prejudice against sellers, and with the adver-

tising "huckster" and "peddler" concept of salesmen? First we
can do an educational job. We must convince people that the

marketing processes do create value, and I mean real economic

value. We must make it plain that the marketing expert is no

parasite but a vital member of our modern economic life; that he
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is just as much a specialist in his own field—the field of distribu-

tion—as any one engaged in engineering, scientific research and

manufacturing.

A Program for Marketing

We are entering the golden age of marketing, and progress

will depend on our ability to solve our distribution problems.

Our major task is the rapid and complete solution of the prob-

lems outlined above.

We need a vigorous educational program to sell America on

the services which marketing is rendering to the citizens of this

nation. We must make marketing as attractive to the youth of

this country as are the professions of engineering, medicine and

law. We need to develop a reserve of fine youthful marketing

talent for the future. This is a job which requires the combined

efforts of sales executives, advertising agencies, top management,

and the teachers of marketing subjects. It is a task which re-

quires a well conceived over-all program designed to change

society's attitude toward distribution and those engaged in it.

We must improve the teaching of marketing subjects in our

schools and colleges. Business can be most helpful at this point

by taking more interest in this phase of our problem and provid-

ing teaching material such as case problems in marketing for our

educational institutions. We must make ourselves more readily

available for lectures and advisory councils for our schools.

We must develop far better training programs within industry

for our marketing people, especially our salesmen and our

executives.

We must devote more effort to scientific research and fact

finding in the area of marketing so that we can make our deci-

sions more intelligently.

We must expand our distribution research budgets to a point

where they can fill adequately the need for that research.

We must make a determined effort to mechanize all phases of

the marketing process. We must emulate industry at this point,

taking into account the basic differences in our requirements.

We must develop far better distribution cost accounting.

A program energetically pursued along these lines, will enable

marketing to make the type of technological progress that has

been characteristic of industry in the past few generations. It will
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enable us to continue our present rate of industrial progress by

providing outlets for our manufactured products. It will enable

us to raise our living standards to far higher levels. Yes, market-

ing is truly the key to industrial expansion!
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Two Keys to Modern Marketing—
One Old, One New 1

BY CHARLES G. MORTIMER

President, General Foods Corporation *

THE BUSINESS function which we speak of loosely as mar-

keting has, in the past three decades, undergone a revolution

which has outmoded all the old definitions, catapulted us into

an era of furious competition, and left us breathlessly trying to

catch up with ourselves.

I am convinced that the time has come to broaden our per-

spective on marketing and distribution to embrace the whole

complex of operations, from the time a manufacturer assembles

raw materials until they reach the ultimate consumer in the form

of finished products. This embraces production as well as market-

ing and distribution.

At first we may be tempted to settle for "distribution" as pro-

viding a sufficiently broad background to describe marketing.

Five years ago I ventured a definition of distribution as "the sum
of all the arts which create a market for goods and services." But
this definition fails to suggest the revolutionary nature of the

developments which underlie—and indeed precede—the "arts

which create the market." And it omits entirely the important

function of serving the public in the fashion to which it is rapidly

becoming accustomed.

In my dissatisfaction with so limited a definition, and in anti-

cipation of this occasion, I collected numerous definitions of both

"marketing" and "distribution." But none of them seemed to

recognize what has happened in the past two decades to the

business of serving Mr. & Mrs. Ultimate Consumer.

None of them starts far enough back in the involved pro-

cedures employed in the production of the revolutionary types

of merchandise offered for sale today; and none of them recog-

1 Two Keys to Modern Marketing. Copyright 1955 Charles G. Mortimer. Pub-
lished in brochure form, with an added section of practical applications, by
Executive Development Press, Inc., Littleton, New Hampshire.

*At fhe dinner session of The Conference Board's Third Annual Marketing Confer-

ence, on September 22, 7955
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nizes the extent to which heretofore-undreamed-of factors of

convenience or utility are added along the way, in the processes

involved in marketing and distribution.

The lack of an adequate definition of distribution is probably

one of the main causes of the wide criticism of "the high cost of

distribution." It may lie behind the frequently heard comment
that industry has made great progress in cutting "production"

costs but little in reducing "distribution" costs.

Old-time classical economists used to lump production, mar-

keting and distribution together as "production." But most of us

of this generation are inclined to limit our concept of production

to manufacturing processes and packaging. Customarily, we
link advertising and selling under the term "marketing," and

we think of the actual physical operation of delivery as

"distribution."

Can we continue to do business with such a divided concept of

industry's service to the public? I think not. Today it is almost

impossible to say where production leaves off and marketing

begins, or where marketing leaves off and distribution begins.

The three functions are so interwoven that they combine into

one continuous flow of service-to-the-consumer.

This brings us to the first of two key concepts which may help

us to understand better what is taking place in the broad field

of production, marketing and distribution, and where marketing

fits in.

In his book, "An Approach to Business Problems," published

in 1916 by the Harvard University Press, A. W. Shaw, then pub-

lisher of System, Magazine, expressed a concept which seems to

me to be basic to our understanding of the complex idea we are

here to explore. In four illuminating paragraphs he crystallized

the whole function of serving the consumer. Though written

nearly forty years ago, his concept is completely modern in its

interpretation. Let me quote the four paragraphs:

"When a workman in a factory directs the cut of a planer in a

malleable steel casting, he is operating on a piece of raw material

for the purpose of changing its form.

"When a clerk in a store passes over the counter to the con-

sumer a package of factory-cooked food, his operation is one that

results in change of place.
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"When a typist at his desk makes out an invoice covering a

shipment of merchandise, he is operating, not to change the form

of matter or the place of commodities, but to facilitate these

changes.

"Isolate any phase of business, strike into it anywhere, and the

invariable essential element will be found to be the application of

motion to materials. This may be stated, if you will, as the simplest

general concept to which all the activities of manufacturing, selling,

finance, and management can ultimately be reduced."

If we accept this concept of motion applied to materials, we
see that the stream of production, marketing, and distribution

includes all the energy expended and all the motions made be-

tween the time raw materials are taken from nature and the

moment they reach the hands of the ultimate consumer in useful

form. Thus, there is no break at the point where production

stops, marketing starts, or delivery completes the transaction.

The relatively young—and precocious—frozen food industry

offers a practical example. Even before vegetables go through

the cleaning, cutting, quick-freezing, and packaging of the pro-

duction phase, special seed strains are developed, and special

chemicals added to the soil in which the seed is sown, to give the

peas, beans, spinach, carrots, broccoli, etc., the best characteris-

tics for quick-frozen vegetables. Thus, marketing considerations,

which really constitute part of the sales function, actually pre-

cede production and may be said to be an integral part of it.

Nor is this the end of overlapping. The freezing that starts as

a production operation must be maintained throughout the mar-

keting and distribution stages until the still-frozen vegetables

reach Mrs. Homemaker's kitchen.

In order to acomplish this, the packages must be moved from

the place of production to the place of consumption under con-

stant refrigeration, involving not only refrigerator cars for rail

shipment, as with fresh meats, but also refrigerated trucks for

delivery to the wholesaler's warehouse and the retailer's store.

Whenever or wherever they stop, they must be stored under

refrigeration. Finally, they must be displayed under refrigeration

in the retail outlet, involving special refrigerated display cases

unknown to the grocer of a generation ago. Thus a production

function carries all the way through retail distribution.
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Who will volunteer to untangle the interwoven strands of the

production, marketing and distribution functions in this con-

tinuous process that extends from seed strains to the saucepan

in the home kitchen?

As Mr. Shaw points out, it is a series of motions. Indeed, it

begins to be evident that as far back as 1916 he laid a foundation

upon which we can build a really sound understanding of today's

highly complex services to the consuming public.

The motions, as he suggests, fall into various classifications.

One series of motions is concerned with changing the form or

shape of raw materials: these we call the motions of production.

Another series is concerned with the change of location of these

processed or fabricated materials: these we call distribution.

Interwoven with both is a third series involving all forms of

advertising and all kinds of selling.

It is natural enough to visualize the functions of production

and distribution as motion, because they involve the application

of physical motions. It is less natural but no less important to

think of marketing as a series of motions calculated to keep

merchandise moving through the channels of distribution. It is

here that Mr. Shaw's conception becomes an important key to

our thinking.

A basic fact of business is that whenever materials or merchan-

dise stop moving they begin to accumulate expense—for storage,

for insurance, for charges on the capital made idle, and many
other items. Also, often for such costly services as refrigeration,

as with frozen foods; feeding, as in the shipment of livestock; or

shelf space rentals, very high when products like groceries fail

to attract purchasers and back up on retailers' shelves. To a

wholesaler or retailer a stock of merchandise that is not moving

out of his establishment is serious. He lets the manufacturer

know about it fast. The worst news a manufacturer can receive

is that his product is not moving in retail stores.

If merchandise is to be moved, the marketing function must

be enlisted, in the form of forceful advertising and persuasive

salesmanship, implemented with all the ingenious inducements

and techniques that resourceful marketing people can bring to

bear.

Mr. Shaw's concept of motion is, indeed, especially appropri-

ate as applied to marketing, embracing as it does all the varied
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individual motions involved in the movement of goods toward

the consumer—and of the consumer toward the goods with in-

tent to buy, or at least investigate.

These motions may take place in advertising agencies, in com-

pany advertising or sales departments, in radio or television

studios, in magazine or newspaper pressrooms, where ideas are

set in motion to attract the consumer to the merchandise by

making known its merits and availability. Or in buyers' offices,

where persuasive ideas are applied by salesman of the producer

to the end of moving his company's merchandise into whole-

salers' warehouses and onto dealers' shelves.

All of these individual motions, whether they be ideas set in

motion, or actual physical motions, as when merchandise is

moved in trains, trucks, or on conveyors, are sharply focused on

keeping the merchandise moving.

Production-Marketing-Distribution

In the light of this key concept, it seems almost necessary to

adopt a hybrid term—"production-marketing-distribution"—all

hyphenated, to explain and pictorialize the complete process

with which we are concerned.

Thus pictured, an extremely important fact begins to emerge

about today's revolution in what the uninitiated think of as

"marketing."

A few years back, the sales department took the product from

production and assumed responsibility for selling and delivering

it. Today most products start, not merely with raw materials,

but with a broad service-to-the-consumer concept, which is car-

ried through a continuous stream of operations involving produc-

tion, marketing, and distribution, accumulating utility and value

at various points along the way, until finally it reaches the

ultimate consumer.

All told, this stream of operations, each of which necessarily

adds its increment of cost, but also—and this needs to be

stressed—its increment of value, progressively adapts raw ma-
terials to some special form of usefulness or service. And may I

say parenthetically that today's concept of production-market-

ing-distribution applies to services as well as products.

The important fact for all of us to realize is that in today's

keenly competitive atmosphere, our thinking and planning must
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start at the consumption end of the stream of motions, rather

than at the production end. Today's successful product or service

is likely to start as a consumer-use specification. Some outstand-

ingly popular products are even synthetic rather than of natural

origin, synthesized to meet a seemingly impossible service-to-the-

consumer specification. In this day and age most products and

services must have something added to them on the way to the

consumer if they are to attract the buyer's patronage.

The Second Key to Modern Marketing

That important something, which must be planned far back

of production, is the second key—and the new key—to success

in today's keenly competitive American economy. It can be ex-

pressed in a single word — Convenience — spelled with a

capital "C."

Convenience is the great additive which must be designed,

built in, combined, blended, interwoven, injected, inserted, or

otherwise added to or incorporated in products or services if they

are to satisfy today's demanding public. It is the new and control-

ling denominator of consumer acceptance or demand.

Serving the modern consumer has become a creative art, with

convenience the superadditive that is today changing the whole

face of competitive business.

Nor does the adding of superconvenience stop with the quali-

ties that are tailored into products or services; many new forms

of convenience are added in the process of distributing it. The
suburban shopping center is a spectacular example.

There are at least ten forms of convenience which have come

to be expected by the ultimate consumer. To cite some typical

examples of each will illustrate the importance of this second

key to modern marketing, and at the same time emphasize the

opportunities open to the alert businessman.

7. The Convenience of Form

Taking the familiar ones first, let us start with convenience of

form. A good example is soap. My generation will remember

when soap was soap—the anathema of small boys, a necessary

evil in the kitchen, strong-smelling, and hard on the hands. We
bought it in unwrapped bars or in the form of soft soap—slimy,

as I remember it.
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What a long road we have traveled in giving convenience of

form to soap. It is still sold in bars—but what bars! Beautifully

shaped and sized to fit the hand or the specific use. You can also

buy soap in liquid, paste, powder, flake, or granular form—not

even to mention the detergents.

All around us there are other examples of the addition of con-

venience of form. Cigarettes come in several sizes and with vari-

ous tips; soups are canned, frozen or dehydrated; dog food is in

meal form, or kibbled, biscuits or canned; bed sheets with formed

corners; vest-pocket radios: things which are essentially old

and basic but with a new form, devised by the inventive

genius of American manufacturers to provide greater consumer

convenience.

2. The Convenience of Time

The convenience of time is another of the values added in the

distribution process. For instance, Mrs. Consumer wants straw-

berries and fresh fruits and vegetables for her family all winter

—

and she is going to have them, no matter what.

As other illustrations of meeting the sovereign consumer's

convenience in the matter of time, I need only suggest a few of

the things that are commonplace today—department stores open

certain evenings for the convenience of working wives, arrange-

ments among druggists to keep one store in a community open

around the clock, ice cubes and milk sold at all hours by vending

machines, night bank depositories.

In the realm of time convenience, radio provides a dramatic

illustration. There is absolutely no time lag between production

and consumption; the commodity travels from the producer in

the studio to consumer in the home with the speed of light. But

because listeners do not always find it convenient to tune in their

radios when important events are happening, the industry has

developed a means of storing radio programs on little spools of

tape or wire, to be broadcast at a later time which will suit the

would-be listener better.

And now Bing Crosby Enterprises is reported to have devel-

oped an electronic device which will take a live TV show right

off the air and record it on tape which can be threaded into a

special device on a home TV set and played at the set-owner's

convenience!
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3. The Convenience of Place

Third among the three classic values added by the marketer

is the convenience of place.

Life insurance—at the rate of 19,000 policies a day—is written

in air terminals.

Hot coffee, cold drinks, and ice cream are vended via slot

machines in subway stations, factories, and office buildings.

Cigarettes are available not only in tobacco and drug stores,

bars and restaurants, but in supermarkets.

So great is the economic force of providing convenience of

place that it is literally changing the American landscape.

The most conspicuous thing on that landscape today is the

suburban shopping center, which goes all out to meet the shop-

per's convenience of place by gathering a group of various retail

establishments in a convenient location for one-stop shopping

—

and providing a place for parking the car.

Another striking example of convenience of place is the

familiar roadside restaurant, which meets the need of motorists

for good meals right at the point where they want to eat.

Prompted by the success of roadside restaurants, candy stores

are now opening along main tourist highways.

Drive-yourself automobile rental service, which provides you

a car in any city—and often right at the airport—is another out-

standing example of the convenience of place which has proved

so appealing to the public that it is rapidly spreading all over

the world.

4. The Convenience of Quantity or Unit

The quantity or unit of a product offered the public presents

another opportunity to expand markets by adding convenience.

The hardware store is a good place to see a number of ex-

amples of expanded market opportunities through adding con-

venience of quantity or unit. Paints, lubricating oils, cement, and

grass seed—all are offered in a wide range of sizes or units today.

The same is true, of course, in the drug store, where you can

buy aspirin, for example, in a vest-pocket tin of twelve tablets

or the large economy bottle of 500. Furthermore you can get

aspirin tablets in either the standard adult size or in a new small

size for children.

The piano business was revitalized a few years ago by the
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introduction of a new smaller unit that could be fitted into a

room where neither a baby grand nor a conventional upright

piano could be used.

5. The Convenience of Packaging

The convenience of packaging represents one of the most revo-

lutionary developments of the past two or three decades. The

effect of package-convenience on consumer acceptance of a

product can hardly be overestimated. Certainly, we in the food

business are acutely aware of this, for we invest large sums of

money in package development. We strive, of course, for pack-

ages that will protect products against damage in shipping and

handling, and packages that will help sell our products in today's

self-service stores where the product must be its own salesman.

But beyond these requirements, we strive to build convenience

into our packages just as we do into our products.

The throw-away package, for example, is a revolutionary de-

velopment in packaging convenience. Cardboard milk containers,

cans and disposable bottles for beer to eliminate the refund

nuisance, aluminum foil pie pans, and many other kinds of dis-

posable packages serve the convenience of today's consumers.

At the other extreme is the further-utility package, such as

the peanut butter jar that can be used as a tumbler or jelly glass,

the cider jug with instructions for making a lamp, and the candy

container which doubles as a sewing basket.

In some cases, the ingenuity has been a service factor, such as

pouring spout packages, sifter packages, measuring devices in or

on the packages, and two-portion packages within a package, so

that while one portion is being used the other portion will

keep fresh.

In drug and hardware stores we can buy razor blades in a

package that makes changing blades easier and is later a safe

unit of disposal; squeeze bottles for medicines and toilet prepara-

tions; pressurized cans with spray nozzles for dispensing every-

thing from enamel to shaving lather.

The convenience of packaging extends far beyond the metal

container and the plastic bag. We find it, for instance, in the

modern vacation plan—with travel, hotel accommodations, even

entertainment, available in a "package." Mail order education

—

from nursery level to graduate studies—is packaged and serviced
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to a growing market. And many people buy homes today with

most of the standard household appliances included in the deal.

Americans "take" to packaging and the American businessman

has shown great ingenuity in tempting them.

6. The Convenience of Readiness

The convenience of readiness has come to be one of the major

demands of the consuming public. We live in an impatient age

where the emphasis is on speed and ease of preparation. Modern
Americans are willing to pay well for this additive to the prod-

ucts they purchase—not because of any native laziness but be-

cause we are willing to use our greater wealth to buy fuller lives

and we have, therefore, better things to do with our time than

mixing, blending, sorting, trimming, measuring, cooking, serving,

and all the other actions that have gone into the routine of living.

Again the food industry offers many spectacular examples, but

I will mention only a few: precooked rice which eliminates the

tedious washing and boiling that used to be involved; and instant

puddings that provide a tasty dessert with just seconds of prepa-

ration. The flavoring ingredients of a famous chef's salad dressing

in powder form come in little envelopes, ready to mix with oil

and vinegar.

Some years ago commercial bakers began slicing bread to en-

hance its readiness for use. American consumers took so com-

pletely to this added convenience that over 90 per cent of all

packaged white bread is now presliced.

"Instant" is today the magic word in the food industry.

Instant coffee was a not-too-promising postwar baby just ten

years ago. Because of a spectacular quality improvement, it has

grown in popularity until today one cup out of every three served

in the home is instant. The market also offers instant cocoa,

instant cake frosting, instant this, that, and the other.

But the readiness trend is not confined to foods. The motorist

can now have his car washed in minutes. The age of instant com-

munication is here—dialing our long-distance telephone calls.

Quick-drying paints and enamels are now standard. There are

cameras that take a picture and develop it in a matter of seconds.

The magazine with the largest circulation in the world, The

Reader s Digest, is skillfully condensed so that the reader may
acquire the gist of lengthy magazine articles and books with a
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truly amazing economy of time.

A comparatively new phenomenon in the marketing of fresh

meats is the self-service case, with meats of every description

cut, trimmed, wrapped in cellophane, stamped with the weight

and price, all ready for the oven or the frying pan. And no wait-

ing your turn to be served. (I am told that when an old-type

meat market is thus modernized, sales immediately increase 25

to 33%%, convincing proof of the value of readiness.)

In short, readiness is being tailored into an astonishing list of

products and services. It is a convenience characteristic of which

the American public never seems to get enough. It might almost

be said that today some degree of readiness must be part of every

product or service specification.

7. The Convenience of Combination

The convenience of combination is an important and rapidly

growing phenomenon in American marketing.

In the hardware field, for example, there are all kinds of do-it-

yourself kits which combine everything you need for painting,

repairing, and building things. The hardware merchant is also

doing away with the nuisance of penny sales by offering an as-

sortment of sizes and types of such things as screws, corks, nuts,

and bolts, faucet washers, sandpaper, etc., in jars, boxes, plastic

bags or packets that offer convenience to the consumer and are

a large-enough unit of sale to make them profitable for him to

handle.

Combination screen and storm windows and doors made of

aluminum represent another type of convenience of combination.

These wonderful new household conveniences—light weight, per-

manently installed, self-storing—cost a good deal more than

their old-fashioned separate predecessors. But today's consumer

believes they are worth far more than the difference. Therein, of

course, rests their economic justification.

A few years back the sterling silver business was given a sales

lift by the introduction of place-setting combinations. The same
idea has since been applied to china and glassware.

A big business is done in matched luggage, from which the

consumer can select the particular combination of sizes of

matched traveling cases he or she wants. In this case fabric,

color, and hardware tie the combination together.
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For several years, cartons of individual packages of an assort-

ment of cereals have enjoyed a large scale.

A well known company in the photographic field offers a va-

riety of combinations of equipment which will enable the ama-
teur to set himself up in photo developing and enlargement with

just one purchase.

8. The Convenience of Automatic Operation

We could spend hours discussing the next convenience—the

convenience of automatic operation. But its importance and its

impact on American life are too obvious to need extended

comment.

As we all know, mechanization has invaded the home in the

form of automatic dishwashers, automatic laundry equipment,

automatic ice-cube-making refrigerators, automatic devices for

regulating room temperature; gadgets for turning on the radio

in the morning, for letting the cat out, and for doing a wide

variety of things which used to be done by hand.

This trend is also progressing by leaps and bounds in the busi-

ness office. Electric brains will presently be doing much of the

accounting, and helping with production planning, ordering, in-

ventory control, and so on.

As for the automobile, it took power steering less than a year

to become a "must" in better-class cars. And automatic trans-

mission and power brakes are fast becoming standard.

Automation—the new dollar-and-a-quarter term for automatic

operation—represents in industry the next great revolution, with

potentials and attendant problems of adjustment that stagger

the imagination.

In short, automation is the essence of superconvenience, and

it seems to appeal irresistibly to the American temperament.

9. The Convenience of Selection

The American public's taste and temperament call for variety

in all kinds of merchandise. So convenience of selection has a

powerful sales-pull.

Milk is a product which illustrates the expansion of a market

through increased convenience of selection. Time was, you will

recall, when milk was milk. You got it from the cow if you lived

in the country, and you got it in bottles in the city. You have
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only to check your own milkman's list of products to discover

what has happened to his product selection. He can serve you

with regular milk or homogenized, high butterfat milk, chocolate-

flavored dairy drink, fresh skim milk, cultured buttermilk, and

milk with vitamins and minerals added. In some areas, he will

carry special nursery milk, either from a certain breed of cattle

or with its curd characteristic chemically altered. He has light

cream, medium cream, whipping cream, and sour cream, and he

may carry yogurt. He also has milk in other forms—butter and

cottage cheese, for instance. Or, if you prefer, you can buy it

dried, condensed, or evaporated, at the supermarket.

The automobile manufacturers have learned that they must

offer a wide selection of models, from station wagons to seven-

passenger limousines, in an infinite variety of hues. The great

Ford business was almost wrecked by its founder's stubborn in-

sistence that the public could have Ford cars in not more than

five or six models, as I remember it, and "any color so long as it

is black." Today Ford cars are offered in eighteen models, each

available with either six or eight cylinders, with a choice of three

drives, and may be had in thirty-four colors or color combina-

tions—a total selection of something like 3,672 possible combina-

tions. In fact, Ford claims today that it is theoretically possible

for them to "mass produce" their annual output with no two

cars totally identical!

Turning to the broad function of retail selling, it is well known
in trade circles that a store with only a limited showing of radios,

porch furniture, bathing suits, rugs, lamps, or style merchandise

of any kind, will not do well, even though the items it offers are

good of their type and represent excellent values.

Women, in particular, want to compare. If there is not a broad

selection they will visit enough stores to satisfy their shopping

conscience, even though they may return to the store they first

visited and purchase the first model they looked at.

So potent is the convenience of selection in retailing that

doubling the selection of a particular line of merchandise will

sometimes triple or quadruple the store's sales in that line.

70. The Convenience of Credit

The tenth and final "convenience" on my list is that of credit.

Credit is an outgrowth of the impatience of us Americans. We
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just cannot—and will not—wait for what we want to own
or to do.

So we buy cars, homes, television sets, furniture and household

equipment, clothing, courses of instructions, and even vacation

cruises, on "convenient credit terms."

A substantial majority of all automobile purchases are made
on credit. Indeed, without the convenience of credit our giant

automobile industry might never have developed as it has.

Homes, in particular, are rarely bought for cash these days,

and the 25-year mortgage is no longer a fiction.

A Chicago friend of mine, home-hunting in a suburban devel-

opment, asked the price of a certain house. The real estate agent

quoted so much a month, covering interest and amortization of

principal.

"But what is the price of the house?" asked my friend. "Oh,"

replied the agent, "nobody is interested in that anymore. It has

been months since anyone has asked me the price of a house. All

they want to know is how much a month they will have to pay."

One well-known chain of variety stores provides its customers

with two convenient forms of credit: they can buy coats and

suits, radio sets, house-furnishings and other "big ticket" items

for so much down and so much a week; or they can buy a $15,

$25, or $50 book of credit coupons, which they can spend like

money in any department of the store, paying for the credit book

afterward on the instalment plan. A mother with one of these

credit books can outfit her children for school in the fall and take

three months to pay up. Or she can do her Christmas shopping

with a credit book and pay later.

There is a true story which illustrates, I believe, just how far

this credit business can go. A tropical fish shop in White Plains

has some pretty fancy merchandise—exotic marine life that runs

into many hundreds of dollars. Some time ago, it offered an

electric eel for the low, low price of $1,500. One day one of my
associates was browsing in the shop and noticed that the electric

eel was gone. He inquired about it and learned that it had been

sold. About two months later, this same man was again in the

shop and noticed another electric eel for sale. He commented on

it to the clerk, who told him that it was not another eel but the

same one. It had been repossessed, he explained, because the pur-

chaser couldn't keep up the payments!
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We may moralize over this trend in American life, but we
cannot argue with the reality of it. As consumers, we insist on

the convenience of credit in connection with just about every-

thing we buy today.

To quote Theodore H. Silbert, President of Standard Factors

Corporation: "Mass production without mass sales would be im-

possible, and mass sales without mass credit would be a similar

improbability."

The convenience of credit has become a definite part of the

American way of living.

The Lowly Spud

As I thought back over these ten forms of convenience, I

wondered whether it might be possible to select a single product

which represents all of them. I found a candidate, I think, in the

lowly potato—the spud.

Fifty years ago spuds were spuds. You grew them in your own
truck patch, or you bought them out of a barrel or a gunny sack

at the grocer's. They were dirty, their eyes sprouted if you kept

them too long, and sometimes they rotted before you could use

them all up. You washed them and baked them, or you peeled

them to boil, mash, or fry.

Now let us consider what has happened to the common spud

in this day of added conveniences—of "built-in maid service," as

we say in the grocery business. First, of course, you can buy
potatoes all year around in any food store, prewashed in fancy

five-pound bags. Here you have the conveniences of time, place,

quantity, and packaging.

Next is the matter of convenience of form. If you like French

fries but dislike the business of peeling, slicing, and deep-fat fry-

ing, you can get frozen pre-cooked, heat-and-eat French fries.

The same is true of mashed potatoes if they happen to be your

dish, but you hate the kitchen drudgery of whipping. And this

time you can have them dehydrated or frozen. If you want
potato patties, there is a frozen product, all cooked and nicely

seasoned.

In these forms, you will note, there are also the conveniences

of readiness and quantity. They can be eaten after a few minutes

of oven or top-of-the-stove heating, and they are in family meal-

sized portions. Moreover, the variety offers the convenience of
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selection. The convenience of combination comes in because they

are frequently offered in the grocery store in tandem with such

obvious companion products as frozen precooked fish sticks and

fried chicken.

Let's see now: that covers all but the conveniences of credit

and automatic operation. The convenience of credit is up to you

and your grocer. The other is up to your wife—or perhaps I

should say you. If you have thoughtfully provided her with a

slick new oven, equipped with a thermostat and a timer, she can

prepare your potatoes automatically without "slaving over a

hot stove," as the saying used to be.

Convenience: A Fourth Essential

What is responsible for the overwhelming importance of those

ten forms of convenience? It is almost as though they formed a

fourth essential to American life: food, clothing, shelter—and

convenience.

There are, it seems to me, six major contributing causes. It

would be impossible to list them in the order of their influence.

As a matter of fact, they overlap at many points.

One cause is the great growth of apartment living, and of

all-on-one-floor homes. With limited storage space, people must

purchase things in small units; and to provide quick convenience

they must be available at retail in the immediate neighborhood.

The furniture and appliances they purchase must possess the

utmost convenience per cubic foot (or inch) of space, and also

serve as many different purposes as possible. Furthermore, space

is lacking for making and doing things as our parents made and

did them, so all products must be as nearly ready to use as pos-

sible. Also, the problem of disposal after use must be simple.

A second and very important cause is the homemaker who also

has a job. Doubling in homemaking and business as so many
women now do, they must buy as much convenience, in as many
forms, as possible. Furthermore, their shopping convenience must

be served by retailers in the matter of store hours and location.

A third cause is the fact that household servants are a rapidly

disappearing species. Today's homemakers must do most every-

thing for themselves. Hence the demand for convenience and

readiness in all its forms, and for everything that contributes to

automation in the home. This also accounts for the tremendous
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growth of the Do-It-Yourself movement, with all the demands

for convenient aids for repairing things around the house.

A fourth cause is the automobile, which has so greatly ex-

panded the living-radius of a large proportion of American

families. It has lured them out onto the highways to enjoy vari-

ous forms of sports, to picnic, to visit friends, to attend all sorts

of events, or just to ride. The result is that the time they do

spend at home is curtailed, and they must take advantage of

every short-cut and avail themselves of every conceivable form

of convenience.

A fifth cause is leisure. With the coming of the five-day, forty-

hour workweek—or less—it might be argued that with more time

people can do more things for themselves. But there is a perverse

quirk in human nature that upsets such an assumption; the

more of any good thing people have, the more they want. In the

case of leisure, we now have so much of it, and we so thoroughly

enjoy the freedom it gives us, that we demand still more leisure.

Becoming impatient with any duty or routine that interferes

with our leisure, or entails work or responsibility, we avail our-

selves of every new convenience that will save time, energy,

trouble, or labor.

Finally, as a sixth cause, there are so many interesting things

to do today—sports, motoring, the movies, the theatre, radio,

television, books, magazines, games, visiting, even cocktail

parties—that we are a very busy people. In the routine of house-

keeping and taking care of our homes, we do what we have to

do: but we insist on more and more convenience products and

services that will save our time or conserve our energy for the

enjoyment of broader living. And why not? For what purpose

have we Americans applied our creative genius, our imagination,

our resourcefulness and our enterprise, if not to live more com-

fortably and conveniently—and better, to boot.

The foregoing enumeration of the ten convenience factors that

today all but dominate the business of serving the American con-

sumer, and of the six causes of our growing addiction to conven-

ience, will have served its purpose if it has helped us to a proper

appreciation of the profound importance of convenience as the

great common denominator of our today's production-marketing-

distribution system. Indeed, convenience is important, also, in

the basic surge and trend of our entire American economic sys-
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tern. It is what keeps it so keenly and vigorously competitive

—

keeps it in motion.

It is based on a wholesome dissatisfaction with just about

everything we are producing, including not only goods but serv-

ices; and wholesome dissatisfaction also with the operation of

the marketing and distribution functions themselves.

Today the wide-awake businessman's approach to the prob-

lems of serving the public must start at the consumers' end of

of the process. In effect, he must write practical specifications for

new and ever more convenient products and services, and for

getting them to the public with the least waste motion, at the

lowest cost, and with the greatest possible convenience to the

consumer.

In many instances the ten conveniences we have discussed

overlap or at least impinge on each other. In some instances a

product accumulates several conveniences during its progress to

the consumer, and often the distributive agencies add important

factors of convenience in purchase, delivery, or service.

It is this fact that is so often overlooked by critics who harp on

the "high cost of distribution," and level pot shots at the

"middleman." Indeed, it seems to have escaped us that today a

large percentage of the people who earn their livelihood in the

world of business and finance are in effect "middle people," in

the sense that they are engaged in one or more of the series of

motions which form the continuous stream of production-

marketing-distribution.

Thus all the railroad men who operate or service freight trains

are serving as "middle people" in that they are adding the con-

venience of place. So are all the longshoremen, truckmen, and

delivery drivers.

All the men and women engaged in the operation of the com-

mercial departments of banks, and the insurance companies

which deal in business risks, are acting as "middle people" in

that they are engaged in the motions which facilitate finance and

risk-insurance.

So are all the retail sales people in grocery, department, and

specialty stores, and all the office and stockroom people in these

organizations.

So, also, are the writers and editors and reporters who produce

the newspapers and magazines in which products and services
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are advertised; and all the people who work in advertising agen-

cies; and the radio and television entertainers and technicians

who provide and service commercially sponsored programs; and

the printers who produce commercial literature; and a consider-

able proportion of the employees of the Post Office Department.

The list could be extended almost indefinitely.

At step after step in the triple process, some motion or series

of motions adds new value or utility or convenience. Each motion

serves three important ends: it makes jobs which help to support

our economy; it builds new markets or broadens old ones, thus

adding to business volume; and it creates capital and keeps

money in motion . . . turning over.

Perhaps we can visualize the operation of our production-

marketing-distribution mechanism more clearly if we liken it

to the assembly line in a modern automobile factory. Steel and

other metals, rubber, plastics, paint, fabrics, and parts of many
kinds, are fed into the production stream. All along the line, men
contribute motions which add power, utility, safety, beauty,

comfort, and convenience, sending along a product that is more
useful than it was before they contributed their particular

motions. In a sense, they are all "middle people."

Each adds some increment of value based on his special skill

or experience, and each is entitled to his day's pay.

It seems to me it is the same with all of us who work as

"middle people" in the continuous process of service to the

ultimate consumer.
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